
OneFabric 10ft Curved Display

Step 1: Carefully remove frame and 
graphic from nylon bag.

LIGHTS: 
(OPTIONAL) Attach lights to top 
of frame by sliding the plastic “x 
block” under the rear pole and over 
the front pole.

Step 2: Ensure “adjustable feet” 
 of frame are on the floor. Pull up 
display into upright position. 

Step 3: Lock all hooks between 
front and back hubs. 

Step 4: Take fabric end caps and 
wrap Velcro fabric edges around 
all end cap brackets on both sides. 
Pull past edge if needed to make 
taut. 

WARNING BEFORE COLLAPSING 
THE FRAME: 
Step 1: Both graphic end caps must 
be detached from end cap brackets 
before collapsing frame.

Step 2: To avoid damage to the 
frame, all hooks must be unhooked 
and separated from each other. 

Once this is done the frame should 
begin to collapse under its own 
weight without much effort.



OneFabric Graphic Installation

Step 1: Assemble frame and lay 
flat on its back. Remove existing 
graphic.

Step 2: Starting at one corner, at-
tach Velcro on the graphic to Velcro 
on the frame. Note: Velcro on the 
graphic  should extend approx. 1/4” 
beyond  Velcro on the frame (it 
should not be flush).

Step 3: Working in a continuous 
direction around the frame, attach 
the rest of the graphic. If supplied 
with end caps, attach end cap 
Velcro to end cap brackets on both 
sides.

Step 4:  If needed, adjust Velcro for 
taut fit. Complete. 

END CAP
BRACKETS

WARNING BEFORE COLLAPSING 
THE FRAME: 
Step 1: Both graphic end caps must 
be detached from end cap brackets 
before collapsing frame.

Step 2: To avoid damage to the 
frame, all hooks must be unhooked 
and separated from each other. 

Once this is done the frame should 
begin to collapse under its own 
weight without much effort.
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